Illness behavior and dysfunction: review of concepts and application to chronic pain.
The purpose of this presentation is to review the elements that comprise the concept of illness behavior including elaboration of a more formal theoretical and operational model for illness behavior and then discuss the application of the illness behavior model to chronic pain, especially chronic orofacial pain. The model of illness behavior presented emphasizes four critical areas of conceptual interest, namely, (1) monitoring of somatic signals; (2) cognitive processes whereby bodily symptoms are interpreted; (3) attaching meaning to symptoms in the context of emotional state and concurrent environmental events; and (4) the ethnocultural influences that pervade meaning and shape coping responses. Our model of illness behavior was generalized from a closely related model developed to guide research when the specific illness behavior of interest was dysfunctional chronic pain behavior. We also include a time dimension in our chronic pain model. Dysfunctional chronic pain is understood to be the most important undesirable consequence associated with suffering a persistent pain condition. Dysfunctional chronic pain is a subset of illness behaviors inconsistent with medically documented findings, while the complaints of pain are prominent. Changes occur in emotional status, most typically reported as mood and behavioral changes associated with depression, such as demoralization, helplessness, and social isolation. Excesses in medical care, hospitalizations for surgery, and abuse of medications are further characteristics of dysfunctional chronic pain.